
Kiddush This Shabbos

Kiddushim/Breakfast Sponsorship

Reminder

A new list has been put up to cover the sponsorship of Shabbos

Mevorchin and Rosh Chodesh breakfasts. If you are interested in

sponsoring one please either put your name on the list or speak to

Dov or Chizky.

Please note, we have yet to find a sponsor for the Rosh Chodesh

breakfast next Sunday.

The actual sale of takes place in the Beis Din on Erev Pesach

before midday. However, those people going out of town for the

whole of Pesach, or whose premises will be completely closed,

may avail themselves of a arranged by the Beis Din on the

13th Nissan, thus obviating the need for . Both of the

above sales may be arranged through the Rov at his home any time

by prior arrangement, or in Shul after Maariv.

On Simchas Torah, a number of members pledged £50 each to

enable the Shul to purchase it's own Shir HaShirim. Can those

members please contact David Levine as soon as possible.
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The Shabbos Mevorchin kiddush this Shabbos is sponsored by Mr

& Mrs Dov Black on the occasion of their son, Rafi’s 10th birthday.

The Rov’s first pre-Pesach shiur for ladies takes place this Tuesday

night from 8.30-9.30pm at the home of the Rov, 48 Waterpark Road.

The first men’s pre-Pesach shiur will take place next Shabbos after

the second minyan for Mincha.

Those who wish to give to the Rov money for may do so

at any time for distribution to needy local families to cover Pesach

expenses.

Pre-Pesach Shiurim
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Elements of Fire

The primary concern of this week's Parsha is the construction of the

Mishkan and its contents.

Vayakhel begins, however, with a brief mention of Shabbos; we are

commanded in Pasuk Gimel, Lo sevaaru aish

The overwhelming majority of the 39 Avos Melachos (categories of

forbidden activity) are not mentioned explicitly in the Torah

Shebichsav. The fact that Hav'ara (kindling fire) is singled out in this way

requires explanation. Chazal explain that this pasuk teaches us the

principle of Chiluk Melachos , that each Melacha constitutes a separate

prohibition such, that one who performs multiple Melachos on a single

Shabbos is required to bring multiple Korbanos. However, this

message could surely have been conveyed by specifying any of the

Simon Wanderer

The Week Ahead
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Avos Melachos! Why was fire chosen?

(My understanding of) Rabeinu Bachyai's explanation is that fire is

considered to encompass all the Melachos. This is because most

creative human activity is driven in some way by fire. In a world where

most of the technology that runs our lives requires electricity to

operate, we should have no difficulty relating to this notion. This,

Rabeinu Bachyai adds, is why Havdala incorporates fire; we return to

the Yemei Melacha with a symbolic display of the Melacha par

excellence.

There may be an additional, deeper understanding of why fire is to be

regarded as the primary Melacha. Hashem has a number of "modes" in

which He interacts with His creation. Central amongst these are the

opposing qualities of Chesed and Gevurah. At the simplest level,

Chesed means unconditional kindness; an act which is motivated by no

external cause; generosity that has not been earned by the recipient.

Gevurah, on the other hand, implies the strength to withhold and

bestow only that which is deserved; full accountability, rather than

unqualified charity.

At root, Chesed is about merging disparate elements into a combined

whole where they will receive from one another, deserving or not,

whereas Gevurah requires each element to stand alone, where fate of

each will be determined purely on its own merits. In short, Chesed is a

unifying force, whilst Gevurah separates and divides. It is for this reason

that Kabalistic sources refer to Chesed as water and Gevurah as fire.

Water binds particles together (think of flour becoming dough); fire

breaks down material into ash, a substance Halacha regards as Eino Bar

Gibul, incapable of fusing into a whole.

Chesed and Gevurah are both central to the creation. Hashem created
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Candle Lighting and Shabbos 5.52pm

Mincha 5.57pm

Seder HaLimud 8.40am

Shacharis 9.00am

Mincha 1st Minyan / 2nd Minyan 1.30pm / 5.53pm

Rov’s Mishnayos Shiur 6.23pm

Maariv & Motzei Shabbos 6.58pm

Mincha & Maariv All Week 6.00pm

y"w onf seq 9.23am

Mincha & Maariv Next Shabbos 6.10pm (Shabbos 6.05pm)

7.10amMonday  / Thursday

Tuesday yceg y`x 7.00am

Sunday 1st/2nd Minyan 7.20am/8.20am

Wednesday /  Friday 7.10am
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the world in order to do kindness, but pure Chesed is 'tainted' by the

shame of receiving an undeserved reward. To allow man to enjoy not

only the kindness, but also the self-respect of having earned it, Hashem

uses Gevurah. To put it another way, Hashem wants us to have the

pleasure of becoming close to him, but he steps away from us to allow

us to take the initiative and approach Him. Hashem's uses a

methodology of Gevurah to arrive at the ultimate purpose, which is

Chesed.

Shabbos is Zikaron Lemaasei Bereishis. The six days of creation are the

days when Hashem created a world of separation, of Gevurah, in which

man was given the 'space' to act 'on his own' and merit Hashem's

Chesed. Shabbos, on the other hand, is Sof Maaseh Bemachshava

Techilah. Me'ein Olam Haba, Shabbos is the day when Hashem's

ultimate plan shows through; it is a day of reward, not a day of work; on

Shabbos we bask in Hashem's Chesed.

It is for this reason that fire is the principal Melacha. Fire is the physical

expression of Gevurah and has no place on Shabbos, the day when

Hashem's Chesed is manifest in creation.

The pasuk (36:7) says that after all the donations were made to the

Mishkan they had enough (Dayum). At the end of this pasuk it says

"V'Hoseir" and there was even more than they needed. So which is it;

was it exactly enough or did they have extra?

If there was exactly enough and no more, each person would become

full of pride thinking that his contribution to the Mishkan made it all

possible. "Without me there would be no Mishkan". This would make

the Mishkan a place where Hashem's Shechina would definitely not rest

since Hashem does not dwell among the haughty.

However if there was more than enough materials and some were left

out of the actual building then each person would be broken hearted

thinking that his contribution may have been left out and he has no share

of the Mishkan. This made for the ideal sanctuary for Hashem's Shechina

as it always finds rest among the broken hearted.

Therefore the pasuk tells us that the amount of materials donated was

exactly enough to build a Mishkan for the Shechina. Why? Because there

was excess.

Just Enough or Too Much? Benjamin Rose (shortvort.com)
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If does not fall on one of the

, which does it take?
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Here is this week's brainteaser based on the sedra:

Note: this is the LAST in the brainteaser

series. Starting next week is an all new

column .

DID YOU KNOW?

Answering Omain (Part 3)

We want our tefillos to be accepted so it's best to perform them correctly. For details please ask the Rov `Šhily

Omain must not be louder than the
brocho to which it responds.

[This applies to all responses.]


